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The International Exchange Lounge collects used stamps to assist international cooperation activities. 
Through the volunteer groups, JOCS*, the collected stamps are sold to collectors to raise money. With the profit, 
items such as milk and medicine are purchased and doctors as well as nurses are dispatched throughout Asia 
and other continents. We also collects PET bottle caps in order to support the “Ecocap Action”. The sales profits 
obtained by recycling caps are donated to the Japan Committee “Vaccines for the World’s Children” (JCV).  

*JOCS: Japan Overseas Christian Medical Cooperative Service 
HOW TO COLLECT:                      
 Stamps  When you cut stamps from envelopes, please leave 5 mm of paper around them. It is not necessary 

to remove them from the envelope. Torn or folded stamps cannot be accepted. 
 
 PET Bottle Caps  Only PET bottle caps for drinks or mineral water are accepted. Please wash the caps and 

tear off the sticker if it has one. This is in order to avoid damaging the recycling machines. 
Things such as metal caps and pull-top tabs cannot be accepted. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Please help me. I don’t  
understand Japanese 
very well, so I can hardly  
understand what this  
person is saying! 

OK! 

 
Volunteer Interpreter 

 Languages Available 
Chinese, Korean, 
Portuguese, Spanish and 
other languages 

OK! Let’s find a volunteer  
that understands both  
Japanese and your 
mother language. 

Would you please help 
him? 

He is having trouble  
understanding Japanese. 

What is Trio-Phone？ 

Trio-Phone Service allows three people to have a conversation at the same time through 
the telephone. If you are having difficulties communicating in Japanese, call the 
International Exchange Lounge (082-247-9715).  

A volunteer interpreter will help you through the Trio-Phone Service! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   For further information, please ask the staff at the International Exchange Lounge. 


